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Abstract. Concurrent programming in object-oriented languages is a
notoriously difficult task. We propose coboxes – a novel language concept which combines and generalizes active objects and techniques for
heap structuring. CoBoxes realize a data-centric approach that guarantees mutual-exclusion for groups of objects. This is important for more
complex data structures with invariants ranging over several objects.
CoBoxes support multiple entry objects, several cooperating tasks in a
cobox, and nesting of coboxes for composition and internal parallelism.
Communication between coboxes is handled by asynchronous method
calls with futures, which is in particular suitable for distributed programming. In this paper, we explain how aspects of concurrent programming
can be solved by coboxes. We develop a core language for coboxes and
present a formal operational semantics for this language.

1

Introduction

Today’s programming languages support concurrency mainly by multi-threading. Especially in object-oriented settings, multi-threaded programming is notoriously hard. The programmer has to control the shared state of threads which
is difficult in object-oriented programming because state sharing is a dynamic
property depending on the reference structure in the heap. Another problem for
thread safety is the fact that programming invariants often depend on several
objects. Thus, after violating an invariant by modifying some object X, a thread
needs to work on other objects to reestablish the invariant before another thread
can access X. As threads are based on preemptive scheduling and every thread
may be suspended at any time leading to an arbitrary interleaving of threads,
the programmer must explicitly prevent certain interleavings by using locking,
a fairly primitive and error-prone programming construct.
Whereas preemptive scheduling causes problems within a single process, it
is successful for processes on the operating system level. The reason is simple:
processes do not share state and communicate via message passing. However,
to substitute all method calls in OO programming by asynchronous message
passing would throw out the baby with the bath water. The state space of a
process would be restricted to a single object and the well-understood sequential
?
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reasoning that can be used for thread-safe parts of programs with synchronous
method calls could no longer be applied.
In this paper, we present a model that tries to combine the best of two worlds.
It builds upon and integrates techniques for active objects [7] and for structuring
the heap into groups of objects, so-called boxes, which have only been presented
in a sequential setting [37] (sequential boxes). We call this symbiosis concurrent
boxes or coboxes. Like sequential boxes, coboxes hierarchically partition the heap
into runtime components consisting of multiple objects. To use coboxes, the
programmer simply has to declare certain classes as cobox classes. Instantiating
such a class creates a cobox together with its main object (also called owner
object). A cobox may have multiple tasks which are scheduled cooperatively
and where only one at a time may be active. Thus, within a cobox programs
are executed sequentially with programmer-defined points of suspension and
scheduling. CoBoxes run concurrently and communicate via message passing.
To support composition of boxes and a restricted form of internal concurrency,
coboxes can be nested, i.e. coboxes can contain other coboxes.
Contributions and Overview. This paper extends the sequential box concept that
we developed in [37] to concurrency. The novel concurrency model generalizes
active objects with asynchronous messages and futures to multiple object components. The resulting concurrent programming model enables the programmer
to develop instantiable and composable components of scalable sizes. Although a
cobox may expose several objects to the environment the model guarantees that
tasks within a cobox are free of data-races and are executed atomically between
suspension points.
After a discussion of related work, we explain and illustrate our programming
model (Sect. 3). As central technical contribution, we present a formal small-step
operational semantics of a core language for concurrent boxes and investigate
some of its properties (Sect. 4). We conclude the paper after a discussion of the
current limitations of our approach as well as possible solutions (Sect. 5).

2

Related Work and Motivation

Heap Structuring. A heap in OOLs is an unstructured graph of objects.
The missing structure makes it difficult to reason about the behavior of objectoriented programs. Different approaches have been proposed to handle this problem. Ownership Types [11, 6, 34] and variants [2, 36, 38] statically structure the
heap into ownership contexts. This can be used, for example, to ease program
verification [13, 35] or to statically guarantee data-race and deadlock freedom in
multi-threaded programs [5]. The concept of object ownership can also be encoded in a programming logic to achieve data-race [30] and deadlock [31] freedom
by program verification. In a previous work, we used hierarchical structuring of
the heap to modularly describe the behavior of sequential object-oriented runtime components [37].
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Actors. The actor [1, 33] or active object model [7] treats every object as
an actor. Actors run in parallel and communicate via asynchronous messages.
To allow result values for asynchronous method calls, futures [33] are used. In
general, actors only have a single thread of control. This makes it difficult to
implement multiple interleaved control flows within an actor, as this has to
be explicitly implemented. This problem has been solved by Creol [32, 12], for
example, which supports multiple control flows in objects. Another problem
is the flat object model of actors. In general, actors cannot have a complex
aggregate state. Some approaches allow actors to have local or passive objects
[7, 8], which are deep copied between actors or cannot be referenced by other
actors at all. To the best of our knowledge, no actor model has been proposed
yet which allows multiple entry objects or treats hierarchical nesting.
Monitors. Monitors [20, 27] couple data with procedures, which are guaranteed
to run in mutual exclusion. They support multiple control flows coordinated by
condition variables. The original monitor concept has been designed without
pointers and the aliasing problem [28] in mind. The realization of monitors in
mainstream OO-languages typically has two shortcomings. It merely supports
internal concurrency and only protects single objects.
Several Java modifications have been proposed to overcome these shortcomings. Guava [3] distinguishes between monitors and objects and allows monitors
with complex aggregate state consisting of multiple objects, but without multiple
entry objects for a single monitor. Jac [22] is an approach to specify concurrency
mechanisms in Java in a declarative way, but only on the granularity of single
objects. Sequential Object Monitors (SOM) [9] separate scheduling of requests
from objects that handle requests. SOM does not allow multiple entry objects,
nor multiple tasks in a SOM. Parallel Object Monitors (POM) [10] generalize
SOM, by allowing multiple concurrently running threads in a single POM. In
addition, multiple objects can be controlled by a single POM. In contrast to
SOM, POM does not guarantee data-race freedom.
Transactions. When talking about (software) transactions one must distinguish the implementation side and the language side. There are many proposals
how to implement transactions, either using ordinary locks [25], or implementing a transactional memory in software only [39], in hardware [23], or both [24].
A still open question is how transactional behavior could be integrated into
object-oriented languages. Atomic blocks [21] are one idea, another are atomicity annotations [15]. The problem of these pure code-centric approaches is that
still high-level inconsistencies can occur if invariants range over several objects
[41]. Atomic sets [41] are one answer to overcome this problem. Communication
of threads as well as other waiting conditions within transactions are addressed
in [40]. Although transactions can be implemented distributively, transactional
memory is not a concept which can easily be generalized to the distributed setting. Thus we see transactional memory as an orthogonal concept which may be
integrated in our model to allow truly parallel tasks within a single cobox, for
3

cobox class Consumer {
Producer prod;
Consumer(Producer p) { prod = p; }
void consume() {
Fut<Product> f = prod!produce();
... // do something else
Product p = f.get; // wait for result
... // consume p
}}

interface Producer { Product produce(); }
cobox class SimpleProducer
implements Producer {
Product produce() {
Product p = ... // produce p
return p
}
}

Fig. 1. Producer-Consumer example

example. An interesting starting point would be the work of Smaragdakis et al.
[40].

3

Programming with Concurrent Boxes

The novel concept of our programming language are coboxes. Like objects,
coboxes are runtime entities. CoBoxes are containers for objects. Every object
exactly belongs to a single cobox for its entire lifetime. CoBoxes are also containers for cooperatively scheduled tasks, where at most one task is active and
all other tasks are suspended. The important difference to other active object
approaches is that activity is not bound to a single object, but to a set objects,
namely the objects that belong to the same cobox. This also means that coboxes
generalize active objects as active objects can be simulated by coboxes containing only single objects. All objects of a cobox can be referenced by other coboxes
without any restriction. Moreover, coboxes can be nested, i.e. coboxes can be
contained in other coboxes, which allows cobox-internal concurrency and reuse
of cobox classes.
To explain our cobox concept we use a Java-like language called JCoBox.
JCoBox is Java where the standard concurrency mechanisms are replaced by
the following ones:
– Annotation of classes as cobox classes
– Asynchronous method invocation with futures as results
– Task coordination by await, get and yield expressions.
If none of these constructs is used, a JCoBox program behaves like a corresponding sequential Java program.
3.1

CoBoxes as Active Objects

If a cobox only consists of one object, it behaves like active objects in Creol [12].
We illustrate this with a simple producer-consumer example shown in Fig. 1. Besides a Producer interface, the example contains a Consumer and SimpleProducer
4

cobox class PipelineProducer
implements Producer {
PreProducer pp = new PreProducer();
FinalProducer fp = new FinalProducer();
Product produce() {
PreProduct p1 = pp!produce().await;
Product p = fp!produce(p1).await;
return p;
}}

cobox class PreProducer {
PreProduct produce() { ... }
}
cobox class FinalProducer {
Product produce(PreProduct p) {
...
}}

Fig. 2. Producer with a pipelined production

class, which both are declared as cobox classes. This means that objects of these
classes always live in separate coboxes, as instantiating a cobox class creates a
new cobox together with its main object. The Consumer object has a reference to
a Producer object. To get a new Product, the consumer asynchronously invokes
the produce method of the producer. That call immediately returns a future object of type Fut<Product>. While the producer is busy producing the product,
the consumer can do something else in parallel. Eventually, the consumer uses
get on the future object. This blocks the active task of the consumer until the
future value is available, which is the case when the producer returns from the
produce method.
Different coboxes can run concurrently. Thus, multiple consumers can concurrently access the same producer. The cobox semantics serializes such accesses.
Each cobox manages an internal set of tasks. Whenever a method is invoked on
an object of a cobox, a new task is created. At most one task is active in a cobox,
all other tasks are suspended. An active task terminates if the execution of the
invoked method terminates. It suspends itself by executing a yield statement or
an await on a future. If no task is active, a scheduler selects one of the suspended
tasks.
3.2

Nested CoBoxes and Internal Concurrency

To support concurrency within a cobox and to implement new cobox classes
using existing ones, it is possible to create nested coboxes. A cobox is always
nested in the cobox which created it. For example, the developer of the Producer
class recognizes that the production process can be divided into two steps. The
first step produces a PreProduct which can then be used in a second step to
produce the final product. Thus, it has a production pipeline, which doubles the
throughput of the producer. The pipelined producer implementation is shown
in Fig. 2. The implementation of the produce method, asynchronously invokes
the produce methods of the nested producers and uses await to wait for the
result. Thus, the task that executes the produce method suspends itself after it
has sent the first message and waits for the result. While the nested coboxes
concurrently work on the production, the Producer can accept other produce
5

class LinkedList<V> { ... }
cobox class ProducerPool {
LinkedList<Producer> prods;
ProducerPool() {
prods =
new LinkedList<Producer>();
// ... fill pool with producers
}
Producer getProducer() {
return new ProducerProxy(this);
}}

class ProducerProxy implements Producer {
ProducerPool pool;
ProducerProxy(ProducerPool p) {
pool = p;
}
Product produce() {
while (pool.prods.isEmpty()) yield;
Producer p = pool.prods.removeFirst();
Product res = p!produce().await;
pool.prods.append(p);
return res;
}}

Fig. 3. Producer pool example

messages and activate tasks, resulting in an interleaved execution of multiple
tasks in the producer, as well as a parallel execution of the nested pre- and
final producers. Notice that the use of nested coboxes is transparent to users of
PipelinedProducer objects.
3.3

Multiple Entry Objects

The granularity of an object is often insufficient to model complex components.
In general, a component has a complex internal state consisting of multiple
objects as well as multiple objects which act as entry objects to the component,
extending its external interface. For example, in the producer-consumer scenario,
it might be useful to improve parallelism by introducing a pool of producers. The
producer pool implementation is shown in Fig. 3. The ProducerPool cobox class
has a field prods holding a list of currently free producers. A client can use the
getProducer method to obtain a new Producer instance. The getProducer method
returns an instance of a ProducerProxy. As the ProducerProxy class is not a cobox
class, all its instances are contained in the ProducerPool cobox that created them.
To better understand the cobox structure that appears at runtime, we show a
runtime snapshot of the producer pool example in Fig. 4. It shows the nesting
of the coboxes as well as which objects belong to which coboxes.
A ProducerPool is an example of a more realistic cobox. It consists of the
main object of type ProducerPool, further ProducerProxy entry objects, the objects implementing the LinkedList, and the nested PipelinedProducer coboxes. The
interesting part is the implementation of the produce method. First, it ensures
that the list of free producers is not empty. This is done in a while loop, suspending the running task with a yield statement, until the list is not empty anymore.
This illustrates a non-blocking wait. (So far, we did not include orthogonal concepts like guards or wait conditions to the language; cf. Sect. 5 for a discussion).
As the active task always has exclusive access to all objects of its cobox until it
explicitly suspends itself, the code in the produce method of class ProducerProxy
6

Fig. 4. A runtime snapshot of the producer pool example. Rectangles denote
coboxes, rounded rectangles denote objects, edges with arrows denote references.

can safely remove the first entry of the free producers list, as the list belongs to
the same cobox as the ProducerProxy object. After removing the first element,
the task asynchronously calls the produce method of the producer and suspends
itself until the result is available by using the await operation. Finally, the used
producer is appended to the list of free producers again.
3.4

Controlling Reentrant Calls

An important aspect of coboxes is that coboxes can control reentrant calls. Reentrant calls even happen in a purely sequential setting and complicate the reasoning about object-oriented programs. Figure 5 shows a typical subject-observer
scenario. A Subject has an internal state and allows to register Observers which
get notified about state changes. When notified, the Observer calls back to the
Subject to get the new state. If this scenario would be implemented in sequential Java, the method call o.changed(this) would result in a reentrant call by the
called observer. While the observers are notified about the state change, theoretically arbitrary calls to the Subject could happen. In the cobox implementation,
the observers are notified by an asynchronous call. As the notifying task does
not suspend itself, no other method can be activated in the cobox of the Subject until the task has finished. Thus, the s.getState() calls of the observers are
delayed until all observers have been notified. This guarantees that the Subject
cannot be changed while the observers are notified. Note that even though we
are in a concurrent setting, we get stronger guarantees than in the sequential
Java setting, which eases behavioral reasoning.
The Java behavior can be simulated in JCoBox by calling await on the result
of the o!changed(this) call, as in this case the current task suspends itself until
the future value is available, i.e. until the called method has been finished. In
between, other tasks can be activated, for example, tasks created by reentrant
calls. Using a get instead of an await would result in a deadlock, because the
active task waits for the result of the future without allowing other tasks to be
activated – it blocks the cobox. Thus tasks created by reentrant calls cannot be
activated. Note that this only applies if the future value is calculated by a task
7

cobox class Subject {
cobox class Observer {
LinkedList<Observer> obs =
void changed(Subject s) {
new LinkedList<Observer>();
// callback
State state = ... // initialize state
State state = s.getState();
State getState() { return state; }
// ... do something
void updateState(State newState) {
}
state = newState; notifyObservers();
}
}
void notifyObservers() {
for (Observer o : obs) { o!changed(this); }
}
void register(Observer o) { ... }
}

Fig. 5. Subject-Observer example
of a different cobox. If the future was the result of a self-call, that is, a call on
an object of the same cobox, then such dependencies are resolved by activating
the task responsible for calculating the future value.

4

Formal Semantics

In this section we present a formal dynamic semantics for a core language of
coboxes, called JCoBoxc . JCoBoxc shares ideas from Featherweight Java [29],
ClassicJava [16], Creol [12] and a previous formalization of a sequential language with boxes by the authors [37]. JCoBoxc only contains the core objectoriented language constructs for inheritance with method overriding and synchronous method calls as well as the new features for cobox classes, asynchronous
method calls, futures, and task suspension. Other language features could be
added as usual. Typing for JCoBoxc is similar to Java. The only necessary
adaptation is the integration of futures which is straightforward.
4.1

Syntax

Figure 6 shows the abstract syntax of our language. Lower-case letters represent
meta-variables, capital letters represent subsets of syntactic categories, and overbars indicate sequences of elements (• is the empty sequence, ◦ is concatenation
of sequences). A program p is a set of class declarations D. To be executable a
program must contain a cobox class Main with a main method. Such a program
is then executed by creating an instance of Main and executing the main method.
A class declaration d consists of a class name c, a super class name c0 , a list of
field declarations c f , and a set of method declarations H. We assume a predefined class Object with no fields, no methods and no super class. A class can be
declared to be a cobox class by using the cobox keyword. Methods return the
value of their body expression as result. New objects are created by the new c
8

p ∈ Prog
d ∈ D ⊆ ClassDecl
h ∈ H ⊆ MethDecl
e ∈ E ⊆ Expr

::=
::=
::=
::=

D
[cobox] class c extends c0 { c f ; H }
c n(c x){e}
x | null | new c | e.f | e.f = e | let x = e in e |
e.n(e) | e!n(e) | e.get | e.await | yield | e; e0

c ∈ class names, n ∈ method names, f ∈ field names, x ∈ variable names

Fig. 6. Abstract syntax of JCoBoxc

expression, all fields are initialized to null, constructors are not supported. let
expressions introduce new local variables and can be used for sequential composition. An asynchronous method invocation, indicated by an exclamation mark,
always results in a reference to a future. A future is an object of the special
class Fut (details below). The value of a future can be obtained by either using
get or await expressions with different blocking semantics. A yield suspends the
currently active task allowing other tasks to proceed.
In the syntax above, we listed synchronous calls and sequential composition
to stress that they are covered by the core language. However, in the following,
we treat them as syntactic sugar to further compactify the semantics: e.n(e) ≡
e!n(e).get and e; e0 ≡ let x = e in e0 , where x ∈
/ F V (e0 ).
4.2

Semantic Entities

A new aspect of the cobox semantics is that the heap is explicitly partitioned
into the subheaps corresponding to coboxes. In particular, each cobox has its
own objects. Compared to a formalization with a global heap and additional
mappings capturing the box structure and the information to which box an object belongs, an explicit partitioning allows the creation of objects in a box-local
way without knowing the global state. This simplifies modular treatment of box
implementations (see [37]) and reflects distributed object-oriented programming.
The necessary semantic entities are shown in Fig. 7. The state b of a cobox
is represented by a tuple Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , m i, consisting of a cobox reference
w, a set of objects O, a set of nested coboxes B, a set of suspended tasks T , a
set of incoming messages M , an optional active task t and an optional current
message m . To simplify wording, we will not distinguish between a cobox and
its state when it is clear from the context. A cobox reference is a sequence of
cobox identifiers ιb describing the path of the cobox in the nesting hierarchy of
coboxes. This means that if a cobox has reference w then all its directly nested
coboxes have references of the form w.ιb , whereas the root cobox has a single ιb
as reference.
Objects and their states are represented by triples Ohιo , c, vi with a boxunique object identifier ιo , a class name c, and the list of field values v. An
object o always belongs to a certain cobox. If w is the reference of this cobox
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b ∈ B ⊆ CoBox ::= Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , m i
o ∈ O ⊆ Obj ::= Ohιo , c, vi
| Ohιo , Fut, v i
t ∈ T ⊆ Task ::= Thr, ei
m ∈ M ⊆ Msg ::= Mhr, r0 , n(v)i
| Mhr, vi
v ∈ V ⊆ Value ::= r | null
r ∈ R ⊆ Ref ::= w.ιo
w ∈ W ⊆ CoRef ::= w.ιb | ιb
e ∈ E ⊆ Expr ::= . . . | v
l ∈ Lab ::= ↑m | ↓m | τ
ιo ∈ ObjId
ιb ∈ BoxId

coboxes
objects
future objects
tasks
call messages
return messages
values
object references
cobox references
extended expressions
labels
object identifiers
cobox identifiers

Fig. 7. Semantics entities of JCoBoxc . Optional terms are indicated by an  as
index and may be . Small capital letters like B or K are used as “constructors”
to distinguish the different semantic entities syntactically.

and ιo the object identifier of o, the globally unique name of o is w.ιo .1 The
fields of an object can only be accessed by objects of the same cobox. Objects
of other coboxes must use method calls.
Every cobox has a set of suspended tasks T and an optional active task
t . A task t corresponds to a single method activation and is represented by
a pair Thr, ei where r references the future that will receive the result of the
call and where e is the expression to be reduced. CoBoxes communicate by
exchanging messages. A message is either a call or return message. A call message
0
Mhr, r , n(v)i consists of a future reference r, which waits for the result of the call,
a receiver reference r0 together with the called method name n, and argument
values v. A return message Mhr, vi consists of the target future reference r and
the result value v.
Futures are modeled as objects of the predefined class Fut with the following
implementation:
class Fut extends Object { Object await() { this.await } }

Instances of the Fut class cannot be created explicitly, but are implicitly created
by an asynchronous method call. A future object has a single optional value v ,
which is  until the value of the future is available. This value cannot be set
by field updates and may only be read by e.get or e.await expressions. Future
references can be used like object references, in particular they can be passed to
and used by other coboxes. Therefore, the Fut class contains an await() method
that is not invoked explicitly, but used whenever a get or await operation is
executed on a future object, not belonging to the current cobox. In that case,
1

This is similar to the naming scheme in a tree-structured file system: coboxes correspond to directories, objects to files.
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Fig. 8. Overview of the different reduction rules, showing the possible state
transitions.
the await() method is asynchronously called on the future with an immediate
get or await, respectively, resulting in a new future object, which acts as a proxy
for the former future.
Evaluation Contexts. For a compact presentation we define some evaluation
contexts [14]. An evaluation context is a term with a “hole”  at a certain
position. By writing e [e0 ] that hole is replaced by term e0 . In our syntax, holes
can only appear at positions where expressions are expected.
e ::=  | e .f | e .f = e | v.f = e | e .get | e .await |
let x = e in e | e !m(e) | v!m(v, e , e)
t ::= Thr, e i

4.3

Transition Rules

The dynamic semantics of JCoBoxc is defined in terms of a labeled transition
system as a relation on coboxes and labels:
−→ ⊆ CoBox × Lab × CoBox .
l

The notation b −→ b0 means that cobox b can be reduced to b0 with label l. We
distinguish three kinds of transitions: internal steps (l = τ ), receiving a message
(l = ↓m), and sending a message (l = ↑m). The transition rules are shown
in Figures 10 and 12, which use auxiliary predicates and functions defined in
Figures 9 and 11. To better understand in which order the different rules may
be executed, we give an overview in terms of an automaton shown in Fig. 8. The
automaton states represent the currently active task and the current message
of a cobox. The edges are labeled with the rules that can be applied. Objects,
nested boxes, suspended tasks, and incoming messages are not shown in the
automaton.
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class c extends c0 { c00 f ; H }

cobox class c . . .
cobox (c)
class c . . . { . . .

fields(Object) = •
n( x){e} . . . }

fields(c) = fields(c0 ) ◦ f

class c extends c0 { . . . ; H}

n not in H
0

mbody(c, n) = (x)e

mbody(c, n) = mbody(c , n)

Fig. 9. Auxiliary predicates and functions extracting information from the (underlying) program code

Expressions. We start by explaining how expressions are reduced, assuming
that some task is active in the current cobox and that no current message exists
(state t, ). let expressions are handled by standard capture-avoiding substitution
(let). New objects of non-cobox classes are created in the current cobox with
all values initialized to null (new-obj). If a class is annotated with cobox, a new
nested cobox is created and the new object is created in that cobox instead of
the current cobox (new-cobox). Field selects and field updates are only allowed
on objects of the current cobox (field-select, field-update). The rules select/update the ith value of the corresponding ith field and reduce to the old/new
value. An asynchronous call is reduced to a reference of a new future object,
which is added to the object set of the cobox. In addition, a call message is
created and set as current message (async-call). A yield expression moves the
active task into the set of suspended tasks, giving other tasks the possibility to
be activated (yield).
Future Expressions. When a future reference r is used, two cases can be distinguished: local futures and remote futures. Local futures belong to the current
cobox (r = w.ιo , where w is the reference of the current cobox), remote futures
belong to a different cobox (r 6= w.ιo ). A get expression on a local future is
reduced to the value of the future if the value is available (get-local-success),
otherwise the current task is blocked and remains active until the value becomes available. However, to prevent deadlocks, we have to treat synchronous
self-calls as a special case. If a future is computed by a task of the same cobox
(t [w.ιo .get] ∈ T ) then that task is activated, and the currently active task is
suspended (get-local-self) and later reactivated by (rtrn-self). Like a yield,
an await on a local future suspends the currently active task (await-local). On a
remote future reference r an await or get expression is transformed into an asynchronous method call of the await() method on that future with an immediate
await or get, i.e. into a r!await().await or r!await().get expression, respectively
(await-remote, get-remote). These calls create corresponding local futures in
the current cobox that are handled by the rules explained above.
Task Termination. A task terminates if its expression has been reduced to a
single value. If the task was created due to a self-call and another task in the
12

(let)
τ
Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [let x = v in e], i −→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [[v/x]e], i
(new-obj)
¬cobox (c)

|v| = |fields(c)|

v = null

ιo fresh in O

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [new

o = Ohιo , c, vi

τ

c], i −→ Bhw, O ∪ { o }, B, T, M, t [w.ιo ], i

(new-cobox)
v = null

cobox (c)
ιb fresh in B
|v| = |fields(c)|
o = Ohιo , c, vi
b = Bhw.ιb , { o }, ∅, ∅, ∅, , i

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [new

(field-select)
Ohιo , c, vi ∈ O

τ

c], i −→ Bhw, O, B ∪ { b }, T, M, t [w.ιb .ιo ], i
(field-update)
O = O0 ∪· { Ohιo , c, vi }
fields(c) = f
O00 = O0 ∪ { Ohιo , c, [v/vi ]vi }

fields(c) = f

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [w.ιo .fi ], i

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [w.ιo .fi

= v], i
τ
−→ Bhw, O00 , B, T, M, t [v], i

τ

−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [vi ], i
(async-call)

(yield)

ιo fresh in O
m = Mhw.ιo , r, n(v)i
o = Ohιo , Fut, i

t = t [yield]

0

Bhw, O, B, T, M, Thr , e [r!n(v)]i, i
τ
−→ Bhw, O ∪ { o }, B, T, M, Thr0 , e [w.ιo ]i, mi

(get-local-success)
Ohιo , Fut, vi ∈ O

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t, i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T ∪ { t }, M, , i

(get-local-self)
t = t [w.ιo .get]
t0 = Thw.ιo , ei
· { t0 }, M, t, i
Bhw, O, B, T ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T ∪ { t }, M, t0 , i

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [w.ιo .get], i
τ

−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [v], i
(await-local)
t = t [w.ιo .await]

(get-remote)

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t, i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T ∪ { t }, M, , i

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [r.get], i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [r!await().get], i

r 6= w.ιo

(await-remote)

(rtrn-other)
t [r.get] ∈
/T

r 6= w.ιo
Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [r.await], i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [r!await().await], i

Bhw, O, B, T, M, Thr, vi, i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, , Mhr, vii

(rtrn-self)
t0 = t [r.get]
Bhw, O, B, T

τ
∪· { t }, M, Thr, vi, i −→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t0 , Mhr, vii
0

Fig. 10. Expression reduction rules
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current cobox is blockingly waiting for the result (t [r.get] ∈ T ), that task is directly activated (rtrn-self). Together with rule (get-local-self) this simulates
a stack-like behavior for synchronous self-calls. If no task in the current cobox
is blockingly waiting for the result, the active task is set to , i.e. it vanishes
(rtrn-other). In both cases a return message with the corresponding result
value is set as current message. That message is treated in a next step by a
message handling rule.

Tasks and Message Handling. Each task corresponds to a method activation.
As method calls are initiated by call messages, a new task is created whenever
the current message is a call message targeting an object of the current cobox
(exec-call-msg). The new task gets the reference of the future, which will hold
the return value and the body expression of the called method, where formal parameters are substituted by actual parameters. A yield statement is prepended,
so that newly created tasks are treated like yielded tasks in the set of suspended
tasks. If the current message is a return message targeting a future of the current cobox, the value of the future is set to the value of the return message
(set-future).
A cobox is idle if it has no active task and no current message (state , ).
In an idle cobox, a task can be activated if it either was suspended by a yield
expression (activate-yielded-task), or it was suspended by an await expression
on a future whose value is available (activate-waiting-task). An idle cobox can
as well select a message from the set of incoming messages and make it its new
current message (select-*). Whereas a call message can only be selected by an
idle cobox, return messages can also be selected if a current task is active. This
design decision reflects the goal to control all incoming calls, but allow return
messages to reach their destination in nested coboxes without being blocked by
active tasks in the surrounding box.
Messages are routed following the nesting structure. The parent coboxes are
responsible for handling messages coming from and going to nested coboxes.
This allows the parent cobox to control external communication of nested coboxes. If the current message is not targeting the current cobox, nor any nested
cobox, it is emitted by rule (msg-send). Messages can be received by a cobox
if they target the cobox itself or any nested cobox (msg-rcv). Messages can be
received in any state and are added to the set of incoming messages. This reflects
the asynchronous character of coboxes. If the current message targets a nested
cobox, i.e. a nested cobox can receive that message, that message is send to the
corresponding cobox by (nested-msg-rcv). If a nested cobox emits a message
that message is added to the set of incoming message of the parent cobox by
(nested-msg-send).
Internal steps of nested coboxes are propagated to its parent cobox and indirectly to the outermost cobox at the root of the box tree by (nested-step). Both
rules are completely independent of the state of the current cobox and thus may
be applied at any time, modeling concurrent behavior.
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m = Mhr, vi

m = Mhr, r0 , n(v)i

isReturn(m)

target(m) = r

m = Mhr, vi

0

target(m) = r

Fig. 11. Auxiliary predicates and functions

(exec-call-msg)
mbody(c, n) = (x)e
Ohιo , c, i ∈ O
Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , Mhr, w.ιo , n(v)ii

t = Thr, yield; [w.ιo /this, v/x]ei
τ

−→ Bhw, O, B, T ∪ { t }, M, t , i

(set-future)
m = Mhw.ιo , vi
τ
· { Ohιo , Fut, i }, B, T, M, t , mi −→
Bhw, O ∪
Bhw, O ∪ { Ohιo , Fut, vi }, B, T, M, t , i

(activate-waiting-task)
Ohιo , Fut, vi ∈ O
· { t [w.ιo .await] }, M, , i
Bhw, O, B, T ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [v], i

(activate-yielded-task)
∪· { t [yield] }, M, , i
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t [null], i

Bhw, O, B, T

(select-call-msg)
¬isReturn(m)
· { m }, , i
Bhw, O, B, T, M ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, , mi
(msg-send)
target(m) 6= w.r

(select-rtrn-msg)
isReturn(m)
· { m }, t , i
Bhw, O, B, T, M ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , mi
(msg-rcv)
target(m) = w.r

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , mi
↑m

−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , i
(nested-msg-rcv)
↓m

Bhw, O, B, T, M, t , m i
↓m

−→ Bhw, O, B, T, M ∪ { m }, t , m i
(nested-msg-send)

0

b −→ b
· { b }, T, M, t , mi
Bhw, O, B ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B ∪ { b0 }, T, M, t , i

↑m

b −→ b0
· { b }, T, M, t , m i
Bhw, O, B ∪
τ
−→ Bhw, O, B ∪ { b0 }, T, M ∪ { m }, t , m i

(nested-step)
τ

b −→ b0
Bhw, O, B

τ
∪· { b }, T, M, t , m i −→ Bhw, O, B ∪ { b0 }, T, M, t , m i

Fig. 12. Message and task handling rules as well as nested box reduction rules
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4.4

Program Execution

A program with a cobox class Main is executed by nesting a cobox instance bmain
of Main in a special root or environment cobox benv and setting the current
message of benv to a call message mmain , which invokes the main method of the
main object ι0o of bmain :
benv ≡ Bhιb , { Ohιo , Fut, i }, { bmain }, ∅, ∅, , mmain i
bmain ≡ Bhιb .ι0b , { Ohι0o , Main, nulli }, ∅, ∅, ∅, , i
mmain ≡ Mhιb .ιo , ιb .ι0b .ι0o , main(•)i
Program execution is performed by τ -transitions on the environment cobox:
τ

τ

benv −→ · · · −→ b0env
When the main cobox finishes its execution of the main method, it will answer
with a return message, whose result value is stored in the future object ιo of the
environment cobox.
4.5

Properties

JCoBoxc guarantees data-race freedom. As tasks can only access fields of objects
of the same cobox and only one task in a cobox can be active, data-races can
never occur. Furthermore, a task has atomic access to the objects of its cobox
until it explicitly suspends itself.
Internal parallelism by nested coboxes is transparent to clients as all messages
to nested coboxes are controlled by the parent cobox. This allows introducing
parallelism within a cobox without changing its externally visible behavior.
A task can prevent reentrancy while waiting for a result value of a different
cobox using get or synchronous method calls, as then the currently active task is
not suspended. Consequently, no other task can be activated in the cobox. The
only exception are tasks that have to be activated due to self-calls. Note again
that reentrancy is not restricted to single objects, but can be handled for groups
of objects.
A JCoBoxc program exactly behaves like a corresponding sequential Java
program if no additional features of JCoBoxc are used and the only cobox is
the initial Main cobox. This means that this cobox contains all objects that are
created. As in sequential Java only synchronous method calls can be used, these
calls are translated into asynchronous method calls with an immediate get. All
these calls are self-calls, which means that tasks are created and executed in a
stack-like way, simulating the call-stack of sequential Java.

5

Conclusions

We presented coboxes as a data-centric concurrency mechanism for object-oriented programs. CoBoxes hierarchically structure the object-heap into concurrently
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running multi-object components. CoBoxes may run completely parallel. Access
to nested coboxes is controlled by the parent cobox. A cobox can have multiple boundary objects allowing the implementation of complex components with
multiple entry objects. A cobox can have multiple tasks, which are scheduled
cooperatively and only interleave at explicit release points. This guarantees that
each task has exclusive access to the state of its cobox until it explicitly suspends itself. CoBoxes communicate via asynchronous method calls with futures,
which allows modeling of synchronous method invocations as a special case. Our
concurrency concept generalizes the active object model to hierarchically structured, parallel running groups of objects. It guarantees the absence of data-races
and simplifies maintaining invariants ranging over groups of objects. We show
how to use coboxes to write concurrent object-oriented programs and present a
formal semantics for a Java-like core language with coboxes.
Current Limitations. The presented work is the first step towards generalizing the active object model to dynamically instantiable components supporting
multiple internal and multiple boundary objects as well as component nesting.
In the following we discuss current shortcomings and limitations.
In the given semantics, scheduling of incoming messages is nondeterministic.
In practice, one could implement a default FIFO behavior, or allow the programmer to specify the scheduling algorithm [7, 9, 10]. Join patterns [17, 4, 18] could
also be introduced as a scheduling and synchronization mechanism for incoming
messages. Regarding coordination of tasks, in the presented model, tasks are
activated nondeterministically when they are ready. A more fine-grained control
is desirable, especially when waiting for conditions to become true. Concepts
that can be used to achieve this are for example: guards [26], events [19], and
condition variables [27].
A limitation of our current model is that objects and nested coboxes can
only be created in the current cobox. We adopted this restriction to focus on
the essential cobox concepts. More flexibility would be desirable, in particular
the possibility to create objects or nested coboxes in other coboxes. One way to
do this is to extend the new expression by an argument where the new object
should be created.
Future Work. One of our future goals is to use the cobox model for distributed
object-oriented programming such that each remote site corresponds to a cobox.
In such scenarios, but also larger local systems, it is desirable to distinguish
between value objects and objects passed by reference. Value objects are passed
by creating a deep copy in the receiving cobox. This way the number of non-local
messages can be drastically reduced. From a conceptual point of view, objects
would be distinguished whether they represent data or not, like it is done in the
Java RMI mechanism and other approaches [7, 3].
Acknowledgments. We thank Ina Schaefer and the anonymous reviewers for
their helpful comments.
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